1. Andrew Oliver, "Biography of members of the Society of Jesus."
2-3. Notes on Jesuits found in (1) above.
5. Catalogues of Scottish Passits.
6-9. Notes found in back of (8) above by Clapperton, Bp. Kyle, James Gordon etc.
10. Clapperton's continuation of George Geddes' list, photostat.
11. Historical transcripts, bound notebooks.
12. Loose notes from (11) above.
13. Transcripts, bound notebooks.
14. Loose notes from (13) above.
17. Miscellaneous Mission History
18. Dundee Mission
19. Miscellaneous literary essays and poems.
20. Loose notes in folder on mission history.
21. Miscellaneous notes
22. Notes on priests.
23. Thomas Abernethy
24. Loose pages from Simpson, CC1 16-17.

Note: See also TM/10: Clapperton's Transcript of the Thomson-MacPherson History.

2. Notes on Jesuits by CLAPPERTON found in 1. above.
   1. Inserted at p. 15: Transcript from a letter by Walter Leslie, 1674.
   2. p. 15: Note on Abernethy, "Abjuration of Popery," etc.
   4. p. 16: Note on Father Anderson, not in Oliver.
   5. p. 19: Notes on Fr. Dempster, Coghlan, Alex Dauguid.
   6. p. 20: Fr. Call.
   8. p. 20: Fr. Durham, Mr. Carney.
   17. p. 23: Fr. Grant, Fr. Wemyss.

3. NOTES ON JESUITS CONT.
   5. p. 28: William Maclean.
   10. p. 36: Fr. Syrlelie.
   14. p. 47: Quote from Walter Innes on Lord Kildare, etc.
Notes on Jesuits cont'd.

15  Inside front cover. Advertisement for books on "Popery", printed.
16  "  "  "  Jesuit loyalty.
17  "  "  "  List of Jesuits copied from a ms at Kirkconnel by Rev C. A. Griffin.
18  "  "  "  Rough notes on several Denny Jesuits.
19  "  "  "  List of Jesuits in Scotland, 1700, 1709.
20  "  "  "  The National Covenant; Fr Abernethy.
21  "  "  "  Owensome, Fr Ogilvie.
22  "  "  "  George Colinton; H Forsyth SJ.

TRANSCRIPTS OF WORKS BY BISHOP GEDDES, AND OTHERS, 1854.

Bound notebook; some transcripts are in Clapperton's hand.
Other parts are in the hand of Rev William Robertson, Fochabers.
Each transcript is followed by a note of the provenance of the original ms.
and the person who made the transcript. These entries are initialed.

"J. A. S" is James A. Stothart.

The volume contains

b. A Continuation of this Catalogue by Abbe' MacPherson
c. A Short Account of Dr Wm Balhantyne, first Prefect and superior of the secular missionaries in Scotland, by Bp Geddes
d. An Account of some Disputes between the Scottish Bishops and the Scots College in Paris by Dr William Reid
e. An Account of a Journey to Paris, made by Dr John Geddes in 1791, about the affairs of the Scots College there, with Appendix.
f. A Letter to Dr Paul MacPherson, on the duties of the Scots Agent at Rome, by Bp Geddes.
g. Observations relating to the Catholic Missions of Scotland, by Bp Geddes.
CATALOGUES OF SCOTTISH PRIESTS: bound notebook, Clapperton's hand, containing

PP 11-54  "A Catalogue of the Missiunaries of the Secular Clergy in Scotland from the year 1653, when they were first joined into a regular body, until this present year, 1761. Transcript of a ms by Bp Geddes, with additions and corrections.

PP 55-68  "An Annual Account of the Number and Names of the Clergy Missions in Scotland, since its erection into a body under a Presbytery, and afterwards under a Bishop, from the year 1653. Taken from a copy written by Mr Geo. Gordon, Kirkhill, to which is added some notes by W.S.L.

PP 71-86  Life of Rev.Wm.Bellenden, written by Bp Geddes, Stalen, 1762.

PP 87-192 Catalogue of priests from a manuscript by Abbe MacPherson.

PP 193-223 "A true relation of the proceedings against John Ogilvie a Jesuit, especially at his arraignment and execution, which was at Glasgow the last of February, being on Tuesday 1615."

PP 225-229 List of Missiunaries, from Bp Geddes' Catalogue; to which are added some of their assumed names.

PP 230-233 Alliances of Jesuits and other clergymen.

PP 235  Cyphers.

PP 237-296 Mr George Gordon's list continued by W.C. [Clapperton], 1742-1828

PP 294  Deaths of clergy serving in 1828

PP 295  Copy of list of priests [1828?] by William Reid, procurator.

PP 296-307 Lists of priests in each of the three districts, 1829.

PP 303-304 Some of the Regulars who served in Scotland.

PP 307-309 Some notes on the foreign colleges, etc.
NOTES FOUND IN BACK POCKET OF 5 ABOVE.

1. Poem about the Gunpowder Plot, not in Clapperton’s hand.
2. Transcript of part of letter by Bp Gordon, about regular clergy. 1706.
3. Note about W. Lesly.
4. Note about Cobb.
6. Cypres.
14. Tn Lesly from Padua.
15. Lewis Innes.
17. Purchase of Kilcheran, 1833.
18. Preacher Robertson.
19. Patrick Bowere.

NOTES CONTINUED. Some are by earlier peas than Clapperton.

1. Early prices: Lunden, Bellenden; headed “Notes by Rev W. Clapperton.”
2. Quote from letters by Bp Cameron, 1800 and Sir Nathaniel, 1807.
3. Articles written by James Sharp and Bp Paterson, 1822, quoted.
4. List of Students in the Seminary of Aquinas, 1825, by Kyle’s hand, no signature.
5. Notes on mission events and priests, 1809-1820.
6-7. Notes as above, 1811-1819, 1809-1811.
8. Burial place of his horse and his sister; note in Bp Cameron’s hand.
10. James Gordon, autobiographical notes.
12. “Dates” - movements of priests, etc. 1821 ed. [By Kyle’s hand?]
13. Historical Anecdotes relating to the Scotch Mission. Taken from papers in the Aquinasic Library. By Kyle’s hand.
15. By Cameron’s note concerning Wm Bellenden.
16. The Schools at Holyrood House, 1687-1688.
1. Notes on births, deaths etc. of different priests.
2. Students in Rome, 1722; priests at Culloden.
4. Falconer and Farquhar.
5. Bp. of Caithness.
8. Nicknames of priests; Lambert.
9. Evidence that Dr. Alex. Geddes was not suspended.
10. Canovies.
12. Different priests of the name Leslie.
13. Notes from Island Club Miscellany vol III list of Bishops.
15. Bellenden.
17. Austin MacDonald.

---

Notes continued.

1-29. Miscellaneous notes and sittings on different Scottish priests.

---

Clapperton’s continuation of George Gordon’s list.

Photocopy of Clapperton’s continuation; see CC 2/5 pp. 237-294 for original.
11. BOUND NOTEBOOK OF HISTORICAL TRANSCRIPTS (FAUSION) IN CLAPPERTON'S HAND

This volume contains numerous transcripts of mission documents, 1755-1867. Included is correspondence with Propaganda, postulations of bishops, material concerning Bishops.

See index to contents pp 503-505

12. LOOSE NOTES FROM 11 ABOVE.

1. Notes on the historical account of Skelton inserted at p 176. Not Clapperton's hand.
2. List of Rattray monks - students, 1841-1862, not Clapperton's hand, inserted at p 258.

13. BOUND NOTEBOOK OF TRANSCRIPTS IN CLAPPERTON'S HAND

Includes considerations on matrimony; narratives and visitors in Propaganda, etc 1881-1822.

See index to contents pp 370-371

14. LOOSE NOTES FROM 13 ABOVE.

1. Notes on Scots College abroad, Rev George Gordon, Canon Wilson's hand, inserted at p 163.

15. BOUND NOTEBOOK IN HANDS OF KYLE AND CLAPPERTON, containing:

pp 1-64 "Some account of the life of Rev Paul Fleschhorn from the original notes by himself," copied by Win. Clapperton 27 Sept 1847.

pp 67-76 "A Brief Historical Account of the Seminary of Skelton," Clapperton's hand.

16. **Liber Protocollemit Registri Cumberti Symonis**, loose leaves in Clapperton's hand. See also J. B. 1, published Crampian Club 1875

17. **Miscellaneous Mission History**.

1. Thomas Innes: "Upon the change of religion in Scotland, 1560 ---" transcribed by Clapperton in 1873 and sent to Rev. A. Munro, Glasgow, with some added comments.


4. Biographical notes on Rev. Robert Munro, Clapperton's hand.

18. **Dundee Mission**

2. Envelope addressed to Clapperton that contained above history.
3. Transcript, with commentary, of Dundee history typed by W. J. Anderson.

19. **Miscellaneous Essays and Poems**. Literary, not historical - [apparently in several hands?] in notebook made of seven pages. The back page is signed by W. Clapperton, 27 June 1841.
Loose Notes on Mission History: Uniform pages inside a folder, paginated by Clapperton. Continuous narratives in the following sections:

PP 1-157
 A - R
 A2 - Y2
 A3 - Z3
 A4 - Z4
 A5 - Z5
 A6 - Z6
 A7 - Z7
 A8 - Y8
 A9 - Z
 AA - ZZ
 A2 - D3

Miscellaneous Notes: Clapperton’s hand unless otherwise stated.

1. “Notes in the handwriting of Abbe MacPherson”
2-3. Transcripts of letters by George Mathison 1783, 1784
4. Note about Fr Duguid
5. “Analecta” : “Abernethy’s account of the Popish government in Scotland”
6. “Analecta” : Occurrences 1570-1685
7. “From the life of St V de Paul”
8. Note about life of W.P. MacDonald
9. Dark Age History of Scotland : ByKyle’s hand
10-11. Poetry & Jettings
12. Table of Scottish vicars apostolic, where & when consecrated, etc.
13. List of Secular Clergy in Scotland Taken from By Geddes’ Memoirs
15. List of names & addresses; (13)
16. “Extract from a MS of the Rev Wm John Guthrie——”
17. Document of David Cunningham, official of Glasgow 1649-1509

Notes on Priests : Very short notes, often just a single line

Thomas Abernethy’s History: Typescript by W J Anderson & Clapperton’s copy from Woodrow [cc 2/21/5]
1. Introduction to extracts on Thomas Nicolson etc., 4 sheets
2. Pencil draft of above, 2 sheets
3.-4. References to Berkshire Journal